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Children will love to touch-and-feel each funny dog in
this humorous Alphaprints board book. With a tactile
to touch on every page and a funny rhyme to read,
the friendly, furry characters are sure to entertain
and amuse! The large touch-and-feel textures and
fingerprint embossing make these books engaging
and interesting for children and adults alike.
Readers can feel the texture of puppies' coats,
tongues, and ribbons. On board pages.
A touch and feel book featuring the beloved and
bestselling little yellow puppy, Biscuit! Biscuit can’t
wait to help on the farm and see the baby animals.
The youngest book lovers can pet the foal’s silky
mane, the lamb’s woolly fur, and the duck’s fuzzy
feathers in this sweet touch-and-feel board book. For
over 20 years, this beloved little yellow puppy has
warmed the hearts of young readers.
Perfect for babies and toddlers. Touch and feel
textures and electronic sounds bring familar animals
to life. Cute animal pictures and fun text for parents
and children to read together.familiar
The reader can touch, feel, see, and smell familiar
things, such as puppy fur, a sunflower, and
strawberries. On board pages.
These 4 goldendoodle puppies are not only siblings,
they're best friends. They play together, run together
and just have fun together.
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Tickle a fluffy puppy! Stroke a soft kitten! Come
inside and feel all the different puppy and kitten
textures.
Includes Baby Touch and Feel Quack Quack!, Baby
Touch and Feel Zoo's Who and Baby Touch and
Feel Puppy Love. Perfect for babies and toddlers.
Touch and feel luxurious textures and fabrics help to
develop sensory awareness. Beautiful pictures of
very cute puppies that children will recognize and
love. Features fun rhyming text that parents and
children will enjoy reading together.
With bright photographs of adorable puppies and
soft, furry textures to feel, P is for Puppy is the
perfect first book to share with your baby.Each
cuddly puppy is accompanied with gentle, rhyming
text which will engage a child.Every page also
features a soft, furry, touch-and-feel texture to
explore- great for stimulating senses anddeveloping
early motor skills.
An adorable interactive tale from the pat the bunny
collection.
Teaches young readers the words for everyday
objects.
Different textures to touch and feel. Common items
to feel.
Puppies invite young readers to join them in their
favorite activities. On board pages.
An adorable and irresistible touch-and-feel board
book for babies and toddlers, full of cute kittens to
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stroke and textures to explore. See the kittens doing
the things kittens do, from eating and playing to
snuggling and snoozing. On each double-page
spread, there is a different texture to find, so you can
stroke their fur or touch their tongues, and the
rhyming text makes the whole shared experience an
enjoyable one for both parent and child.
Illustrations of baby animals include textured fabrics so that
children can touch and feel a duckling's feathers, a puppy's
ear, a piglet's nose, a bunny's tail, a lamb's fleece, and a cat's
fur. On board pages.
Your kids will love counting along on every page as they
follow the heartwarming adventures of a fluffy puppy and all
his friends in One Cuddly Puppy, a touch-and-feel board
book, by award-winning author and illustrator Anne Vittur
Kennedy. Counting just got cuter! This latest board book in
Anne Kennedy’s popular counting series follows one cuddly
puppy with a pink heart nose and floppy ears as he meets his
animal buddies on a park excursion. Your kids will delight in
counting to ten with this endearing character as he finds
bouncing balls, puppy paw prints, and sweet friends. Touchand-feel elements make One Cuddly Puppy an engaging
experience for babies, toddlers, and young readers. This
adorable book makes the perfect gift for Valentine’s Day or
any other day you want to show your little ones your love.
Your little ones are sure to read One Cuddly Puppy again and
again—counting higher and higher every time!
Stroke and tickle the playful puppies. This touch-and-feel
book is packed with exciting textures and cuddly puppies!
Dan the DogPuppy and Friends Touch and FeelPriddy Books
Adorable and irresistible touch-and-feel board book for babies
and toddlers. Full of fabulous photos of furry animals to stroke
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and textures to explore. On each double-page spread, there
is a different texture to find, and the rhyming text makes the
whole shared experience an enjoyable one for both parent
and child.
The Poky Little Puppy looks in a mirror, rides the Ferris
wheel, drops a ticket into the ticket box, touches a horse's
nose, and smells a strawberry ice cream cone
With bright photographs of adorable puppies and soft, furry
textures to feel, P is for Puppy is the perfect first book to
share with your baby. Each cuddly puppy is accompanied
with gentle, rhyming text which will engage your little one as
you share the book together. Every page also features a soft,
furry, touch-and-feel texture for baby to explore—great for
stimulating your little one's senses and developing early
motor skills. Bestselling children’s book author Roger
Priddy’s ABC Books provide fun and engaging methods for
toddlers to learn early vocabulary skills. Bright colors and
easy to turn board pages make these enduring ABC books
perfect for little readers.

Warm up with a woolly sweater and cozy up to Santa's
fluffy beard as you join Biscuit in this Christmas touchand-feel.
Written by a child psychologist, this adorable touch-andfeel book introduces children to the concept of being
afraid and offers tips on how to conquer the things that
can make them feel fearful. Recognizing and dealing
with emotions is an important part of a child's
development, and this tactile touch-and-feel book is an
excellent introduction to the concept of feeling afraid.
Written by a child psychologist who specializes in
children's emotions, Scared Puppy explores how Puppy
feels when fear takes over, and offers tips on how to
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overcome that fear. Young children--and Puppy--learn
that many times, things aren't quite so scary after all!
Includes a child-safe mirror so children can see exactly
how they look when they are feeling brave!
An adorable and irresistible touch-and-feel board book
for babies and toddlers, full of cute puppies to stroke and
textures to explore. See the puppies doing the things
puppies do, from eating and playing to cuddling and
snoozing. On each double-page spread, there is a
different texture to find, so you can stroke their ears or
touch their noses, and the rhyming text makes the whole
shared experience an enjoyable one for both parent and
child.
????: Happy birthday to you. -- ??: ??????(??).
In three books that include liftable flaps, textured insets,
holes, and embedded objects, children pet animals and
look at and touch various objects in their environment.
Learn about the things playful Puppy likes best as you
explore this charming storybook, filled with adorable
illustrations and exciting textures.
Get in on all the puppy dog fun with best pals Bingo and
Rolly in this pawsome touch-and-feel board book! Bingo
and Rolly are puppy brothers and best pals, too! Join
them for some pawsome adventures in this touch-andfeel board book.
Invites young readers to feel the textures of animals,
including puppies, elephants, starfish, and snails. On
board pages.
A touch and feel book introducing words which name
textures associated with various animals such as
scratchy cat, velvety cow, and rubbery fish.
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Introduce your baby to fluffy animals with touch and feel
textures Tickle and touch the fluffiest animals with Baby
Touch and Feel Fluffy Animals. Encourage your baby to
learn early concepts such as colours, shapes and
patterns as they turn each page. Let them touch and
learn about the squirrel with his bushy tail, two purring
kittens and one very fluffy puppy. The softest animals are
fun to touch, and in this chunky package they are perfect
for encouraging tiny fingers to explore and young minds
to develop. Sturdy pages with rounded corners mean
Baby Touch and Feel Fluffy Animals will provide years of
enjoyment.
This fun and enticing touch and feel book takes toddlers
on a journey through Dog's birthday. He sees all his
animal friends and they give him some special gifts.
This first puppy book is packed with pictures of our
favourite pets. With exciting touch-and-feel textures to
stroke and fantastic puppy personalities, children will
love getting to know these adorable dogs!
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